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In their 1992 article published in Transformation 20,  Jean Leger and Martin
Nicol addressed the following question: What could be done to ensure the
survival of gold mining as a generator of wealth, export revenue and provider
of employment, given a stagnant gold price, a 15.5 per cent inflation rate and
ingrained employment inequities?

The authors raised an important question given the fact that the gold
mining industry was the bedrock of South Africa’s industrialisation and
economic development (Lipton 1985, Trapido 1975). Indeed the 1990s was
an era of low gold price. South Africa’s gold mining sector went through a
severe gold slump. As Leger and Nicol (1992) point out, the productivity of
the gold mining industry was being threatened by the falling price of gold,
rising working costs, declining levels of gold production and shrinking
levels of employment. A number of gold mines became marginal as the gold
mining firms found it extremely difficult to mine gold profitably. This had
serious repercussions for the country’s gold mining sector as a generator
of employment and source of revenue not only for South Africa but also
neighbouring countries (Crush and James 1995, Harrington et al 2004,
Malherbe and Segal 2000, Nattrass 1994, 1995, Seidman 1993, 1997).

The gold mining crisis of the 1990s was the cause of concern not only for
the mine employers but also for the state and organised labour. Drastic
measures were indeed required to deal with the crisis and restructure the gold
mining industry in ways that could generate wealth, revenue and preserve
employment. The challenge, however, as Leger and Nicol (1992) note, was
the manner in which the restructuring of the gold mining industry was to be
forged given the history of colonial and apartheid labour practices.

Since the 1990s, a lot has happened in the South African gold mining
industry. I find Leger and Nicol’s (1992) article interesting and important for
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several reasons. The article highlights the role of organised labour in the
transformation of the gold mining workplace prior to the first non-racial
elections held on April 27, 1994 (Adler 2000, Adler and Webster 1995, 2000,
Buhlungu 2006, Bezuidenhout and Buhlungu 2010, Buhlungu and
Bezuidenhout 2008). The authors point out that the article was drawn from
a paper written for the COSATU Economic Trends Group which had met with
the African National Congress (ANC) in Harare in 1990. The paper was also
discussed at the Summit on the Future of the Mining Industry held on June
3, 1991 collaboratively convened by trade unions, mine owners and
government.

South Africa’s transition from apartheid to democracy and integration
into the competitive global economy of the 1990s rendered the apartheid
workplace regime obsolete (Von Holdt 2003, Webster and Omar 2003,
Webster and Von Holdt 2005). The crisis and challenges of mining gold at
a profit could no longer be offset by means of coercive, racial and cheap
labour practices. The 1990s heralded a new labour regime on South African
gold mines. Owing to the labour movement’s struggle against a repressive
labour regime and apartheid in general, the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM), became an influential actor in the restructuring of the gold mining
industry in the 1990s.

In 1995, relentless pressure from the NUM persuaded the mine employers
and government to establish the Leon Commission of Inquiry into safety and
health in the South African mining industry. This was the first and by far the
most comprehensive Commission of Inquiry to look into safety and health
in the South African mining industry for more than 30 years. The
recommendations of the Leon Commission of Inquiry culminated in the
drafting of the Mine Health and Safety Act (MHSA) of 1996. For the first time
in the history of the South African mining industry, this Act entrenched the
right of workers to refuse to do dangerous work as one of the means with
which to create a healthy, safe and productive mining industry (see Leon
Commission Report 1995).

In response to the falling price of gold, declining levels of gold production,
rising working costs and  declining levels of employment, in 1997 and for the
first time in the history of the South African industrial relations system, a
tripartite structure was established whereby the mine employers, government
and labour (led by the National Union of Mineworkers), jointly negotiated
a number of productivity agreements and developed a variety of innovative
production systems and human resource management strategies geared
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towards improving productivity, competitiveness, employment and equity
in the post-apartheid gold mining industry (Benya 2009, Bezuidenhout and
Kenny 1997, Bezuidenhout 1999a, 1999b, 2008, Dansereau 2006, Diering
1993, Kenny and Bezuidenhout 1999, Phakathi 2002, 2010, Webster and Omar
2003, Webster and von Holdt 2005).

In 1995, the NUM and the Chamber of Mines agreed to formalise a two-
tier bargaining system, which stipulated that basic wages should be negotiated
at Chamber or industry level and organisational, operational and workplace
matters at mine or company level (Malherbe and Segal 2000, Standing et al
1996, Webster 1999). The following productivity agreements were reached
at mine level:
• Additional shifts or full calendar operations (FULCO);
• The introduction of productivity committees or monitoring forums;
• Broad-banding and upgrading lower categories of employees;
• Introduction of multi-skilling;
• Changed incentives: a bonus system, on top of the centrally agreed

salary, linked to production targets;
• Using the team as a unit of production;
• Improving frontline supervision;
• Training;
• Skills upgrading;
• Flattening organisational hierarchies.

These mine level productivity initiatives mirror the new models of work
organisation and human resource management innovations widely
introduced and implemented in manufacturing industries across the world
(Appelbaum 2002, Barker 1999, Dansereau 1992, 2006, Gee et al 1996, Horwitz
and Smith 1998, Malherbe and Segal 2000, Osterman 2000, Phakathi 2002,
2010, Procter and Mueller 2000, Russell 1999, Smith 1996, 1997, Smith and
Wood 1998, Webster and Omar 2003, Webster and Von Holdt 2005). As
former Chief Executive Officer of AngloGold Ashanti, Bobby Godsell argued
with regard to the restructuring of the gold mining workplace:

Work structures have remained remarkably unchanged for many decades
because of static technology, the impact of apartheid and the previously
closed nature – in times past – of the South African economy. We now
face the transition from a Taylor-type of work structure or Fordism,
as is called in sociology of work terms, to models more appropriate for
an information-driven society. (Cited in Webster et al 1994)
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The ideas presented in Leger and Nicol’s (1992) article have stood the test
of time from an academic, research and policy-making perspectives on the
transformation of the South African gold mining industry. From an academic
and research point of view, I have personally and intellectually benefited
from the article in my own academic research on worker responses to work
reorganisation in the South African gold mining industry (Phakathi 2002,
2010).

A number of scholars have written and commented on gold mining crisis
of the 1990s and challenges for restructuring – more or less taking further
the ideas and argument presented in Leger and Nicol (Nattrass 1995, Segal
and Malherbe 2000, Seidman 1993, 1997, Standing et al 1996). The article has
had a tremendous influence on SWOP’s (Sociology of Work Project in
Sociology at the University of the Witwatersrand) mining research projects
particularly in areas of work restructuring, migrancy and occupational health
and safety (see Benya 2009, Bezuidenhout 1999a, 1999b, Bezuidenhout and
Kenny 1997,  Bezuidenhout and Buhlungu 2006, 2010, Buhlungu and
Bezuidenhout 2008, Leger 1992, Moodie 1994, Ngonini 2002, 2007, Phakathi
2002, 2010, Seidman 1993, 1997, Steinberg and Seidman 1995, Sikakane 2003,
Webster and Leger 1992, Webster and Omar 2003, Webster and Von Holdt
2005).

In the 1990s a number of gold mines reorganised work through new forms
of work practices aimed at creating new kinds of workers who could identify
with the goals of the company by expending rather than withdrawing effort
at the point of production. This signalled a shift from worker coercion to
worker consent in the day-to-day running of the production process in a
capitalist gold mining workplace. However, worker consent to new managerial
practices may embody new or ‘soft-touch’ forms of worker coercion due to
the malign effects of new working practices such as the intensification of
work in search of heightened levels of worker performance and workplace
productivity.

The introduction of new forms of work organisation has compelled the
gold mining companies to do more with fewer employees (Russell 1999) in
order to reduce the working costs, meet production targets and increase mine
profits (Phakathi 2002, 2009, 2010). This has had serious implications for
workers’ safety and health as pressure to meet production targets and
qualify for the production bonus tend to force underground workers and
their supervisors to bypass work rules or take short cuts by engaging in the
informal working practice known as planisa (to make a plan). Planisa is a
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Fanakalo (mining lingua franca) injunction, entreating miners to deploy their
skills and ingenuity to tackle the day-to-day problems posed by the endemic
uncertainties and organisational dysfunctions of mining. Planisa involves
creative, self-organised improvisation and initiative on an individual and
collective basis, often circumventing standard work rules. Planisa is an
innovative yet risky informal work practice underground workers adopt to
tackle production bottlenecks (Phakathi 2002, 2009).

The ideas presented in Leger and Nicol have also stood the taste of time
in the field of policy-making and regulation (Phakathi 2002, 2010). As noted
earlier, the article is based on the paper that was initially written for the
COSATU Economic Trends Group (later called Industrial Strategy Project)
which subsequently informed and guided the ANC ‘in plotting a pro-labour
growth path for post-apartheid South Africa’.  The article also shaped the
discussions at the Summits on the Future of the Mining Industry held in 1991
(see Leger and Nicol 1991) and 1998 (Webster 1999). As noted earlier, the
article proved influential in the setting up of the 1995 Leon Commission of
Inquiry into Safety and Health in the South African mining industry which
culminated in the formulation and enactment of the Mine Health and Safety
Act (MHSA) of 1996 and establishment of tripartite mining institutions such
as the Mine Health and Safety Council (MHSC) and the Mining Qualifications
Authority (MQA).

Leger and Nicol’s (1992) article contributed significantly to the 1996
International Labour Organisation’s Country Report, Restructuring the
Labour Market: The South African Challenge researched and written by
Guy Standing et al (1996). Guy Standing, a renowned labour economist,
played an advisory role to the then Minister of Labour, Tito Mboweni –
whose leadership led to the drafting of a plethora of policies geared at
creating competitive, non-racial and equitable post-apartheid workplaces
(Adler 2000, Webster and Von Holdt 2005). Ten years later, Leger and Nicol’s
(1992) ideas also came to fruition with the passing of the Minerals and
Petroleum Resources Development Act (MPRDA) in 2002. This Act seeks
to redress the legacy of the apartheid mining dispensation in areas such as
mining taxation, mineral rights and environmental protection (Department of
Minerals and Energy 2002).

The Mining Charter  component of the Act advocates for black economic
empowerment (BEE) in the ownership of mines, management positions,
improvement of the living conditions of mineworkers in mine hostels and
development of communities in which the mines operate and recruit labour
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(Department of Minerals and Energy 2004). Important to note here, compared
to the apartheid mining regime and as exemplified by the 1989 Marais
Committee of Inquiry (Leger and Nicol 1992), is the manner in which the state,
mine employers and the unions collaborated and co-determined the new
mining regime as the coercive and repressive mining regime proved obsolete
and irrational in post-apartheid South Africa (Webster and Von Holdt 2005).

Leger and Nicol’s reflection in this volume is spot on in pointing out that
while the gold mining industry has to a certain extent addressed the crisis
and challenges of the 1990s, the post-apartheid mining dispensation has
generated new challenges. These include declining levels of gold production,
increasing working costs, defective regulatory framework and investor-
unfriendly policies, marginal gold reserves and taxation issues. It is not
surprising for the authors to point out that employment creation remains a
key concern for the contemporary gold mining sector given South Africa’s
socio-economic development challenge of high rate of unemployment. For
this reason and given the increased price of gold since 2005, Leger and Nicol
ask a very important question: How can the gold mining industry safeguard
the remaining 160,000 jobs given the notable increase in the real gold
price since 2005?

The authors go on to propose a variety of ways through which the gold
mining sector could create more jobs and attract private sector investors.
However, the authors have overlooked the impact that the deepening of
shafts has had on safeguarding jobs. In the recent past, gold mining
companies such as AngloGold Ashanti and Gold Fields have deepened their
shafts to prolong the life of their underground operations (Webster et al
1999). Therefore, it would be nice if the authors considered the contribution
of shaft deepening to safeguarding jobs and job creation in the gold mining
industry.

In his 2011 State of the Nation Address, President Jacob Zuma declared
2011 a year of job creation and announced that mining has been identified
as one of the sectors in which to create the much-needed jobs in line with
the objectives of the New Growth Path (NGP). However, government alone
cannot address the challenge of unemployment. The participation of the
private sector such as the gold mining companies is crucial to employment
creation in the gold mining sector. As Leger and Nicol suggest, this would
require government, in partnership with the private sector and organised
labour, to create a mining regime that promotes rather than deter private
sector investment and employment creation.
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However, I am a bit concerned about the lack of emphasis on the role of
mineworker agency (or resistance) in South Africa’s gold mining crisis and
the implications this has had for the restructuring of the gold mining
workplace. Leger and Nicol (1992) make mention of the 1987 mineworkers
strike, but they overlook the power of workers’ informal or covert tactics
(Webster 1978, Cohen 1980, 1991, Gordon 1977, Moodie 1994) through which
they resisted apartheid labour practices (James 1990, Johnstone 1976,
O’Meara 1975) and which proved instrumental to the formation of the NUM
(Allen 1992, James 1990).

Given the role played by the NUM in the transformation of the South
African gold mining industry, it would be good to comprehend the impact
that the restructuring of the gold mining industry has had on them in
safeguarding the welfare of their members (Allen 1992, 2003a, 2003b,
Bezuidenhout and Buhlungu 2010) and to consider what role can unions play
in employment creation. Given the focus of the article on South Africa’s gold
mining crisis and challenges for restructuring in the 1990s, it would have
been enlightening had the authors acknowledged from the outset that the
gold mining industry has always been in crisis since gold was discovered
on the Witwatersrand reef in 1886 – what Leger (1986) referred to as ‘crisis
of control’.

The crisis was threefold:  Firstly, the production of gold had an extremely
sensitive cost structure, and this made the realisation of profit very difficult.
Secondly, the international fixed price of gold prevented mining companies
from passing on any increase in production to the consumers. Thirdly, the
average gold content of the ore was very low (Ncube 1985, Richardson and
van Helten 1982, Webster 1978).

In the aftermath of the diagnoses and assessment of the constraints of
profitable mining of gold, the mining companies sought and devised ways
and means to remedy the sensitive cost structure of gold mining. The remedy
was twofold. The mining companies, as stated earlier, amalgamated into big
corporations, thus monopolising the mining of gold in the hands of a few
magnates who owned the means of production (capital). In order to reduce
costs and increase output, the mining companies resorted to a system of cost
minimisation. However, mine owners were caught in a situation of being at
the crossroads and not knowing which road to choose. They faced the
dilemma of not knowing whether to reduce capital costs or labour costs.
They opted for the latter as the costs of the former proved difficult to reduce
(Johnstone 1976, Ncube 1985, Webster 1978).
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This presented the mining companies with a series of obstacles. Reducing
labour costs also presented the mine owners with the problem of whose wage
was to be reduced since the gold mining industry comprised a white and a
black workforce. Realising that the white mineworkers were expensive and
scant in supply, the mine owners decided to reduce the wages of the prolific
black workforce (Ncube 1985, Webster 1978). The proletarianisation, control,
and cheapness of African labour were secured through persuasive and
extra-economic methods such as the contract system, the compound system,
the pass system, the recruiting monopoly, the wage and job colour bar
systems (see Allen 1992, Crush et al 1991, Davenport 1987, Davenport and
Saunders 2000, Humphries 1983, Johnstone 1976, Levy 1982).

Finally, I am of the view that the extent to which South Africa’s gold
mining crisis and challenges for restructuring have been addressed would
not be fully grasped unless we fully grasp the impact that the gold mining
crisis and the restructuring of the gold mining industry has had on workers
at the point of production and the communities in which the gold mines
operate and recruit labour. As Leger and Nicol point out in this volume,
issues of worker development, worker participation, benefit sharing, health
and safety, housing and racism still remain a cause for concern in the post-
apartheid mining regime. What impact have new challenges of gold mining
had on the day-to-day lived experience of mineworkers and mining
communities? This is the question, amongst others, contemporary researchers
and policy makers ought to ask and respond to in order to understand the
nature of the impact of the notable increase of the real gold price not only
in preserving the remaining 160,000 jobs but also in improving the quality
of the working lives of workers and communities in which the gold mines
operate.
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